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This paper develops a new method for estimating the structural parameters of (discrete 
choice) dynamic programming problems. The method reduces the computational burden of 
estimating such models. We show the valuation functions characterizing the expected future 
utility associated with the choices often can be represented as an easily computed function of the 
state variables, structural parameters, and the probabilities of choosing alternative actions for 
states which are feasible in the future. Under certain conditions, nonparametric estimators of 
these probabilities can be formed from sample information on the relative frequencies of observed 
choices using observations with the same (or similar) state variabIes. Substituting the estimators 
for the true conditional choice probabilities in formulating optimal decision rules, we establish 
the consistency and asymptotic normality of the resulting structural parameter estimators. To 
illustrate our new method, we estimate a dynamic model of parental contraceptive choice and 
fertility using data from the National Fertility Survey. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last several years there has been increasing interest in estimating structural 
models of dynamic discrete choice. Empirical applications have been undertaken in the 
areas of fertility (Wolpin (1984).), job search (Kiefer and Newmann (1979, 1981), Flinn 
and Heckman (1982), Lancaster and Chesher (1983), Wolpin (1987)), job matching (Miller 
(1982, 1984)), labour force participation (Eckstein and Wolpin (1989a), Goniil (1989)), 
Berkovec and Stern (1991)), patent renewal (Pakes (1986)) and the replacement of bus 
engines (Rust (1987))'. These studies derive the stochastic process generating an agent's 
choice sequence from the solution to a dynamic optimization problem, which depends 
upon structural parameters characterizing the agent's preferences and her constraints. 
The estimation problem is to identify and consistently estimate the structural parameters 
from data on choices and other observed variables. Such estimates enable one to examine 
and forecast how exogenous changes in economic constraints affect choices. 

In contrast to models with continuous choices which can be estimated from the first- 
order conditions, the optimal decision rules for dynamic discrete choice models are 
characterized by inequality conditions. This has prompted researchers to (numerically) 
solve the valuation function characterizing the optimal sequence of choices in order to 

1. See Eckstein and Wolpin (1989b) for a recent survey of this fast growing field. 
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estimate the structural parameters of such models. Indeed, most of the studies cited 
above compute the valuation function using backwards recursion, not just once, but every 
time the parameters are evaluated in the estimation routine. Although several recent 
advances have been made that reduce these computational burdens (see Miller (1982, 
1984), Wolpin (1984), Pakes (1986) and Rust (1987)), backwards recursion solutions 
remain extremely costly to implement. Such computational burdens have deterred 
researchers from estimating all but the most parsimonious specifications of structural 
models and from experimenting with alternative specifications. This limitation is poten- 
tially serious in light of findings, such as those of Flinn and Heckman (1982), which 
indicate that estimates for job search models appear very sensitive to alternative 
specifications of the model's underlying structure. 

This paper presents a new estimator for such models, called the Conditional Choice 
Probability (CCP) estimator. Our approach does not require econometricians to explicitly 
solve the valuation functions used to characterize optimal decision rules via backwards 
recursion methods. It is based on a new representation of the valuation function which 
is expressed in terms of the utility payoffs, choice probabilities, and probability transitions 
of choices and outcomes that remain feasible in future periods. Under conditions 
presented below, this representation can be exploited to estimate the model's structural 
parameters by employing non-parametric estimates of these future choice probabilities 
and probability transitions in place of their true values. Coupling our representation of 
valuation functions with the semiparametric estimation procedures we develop in this 
paper, makes tractable empirical investigations of a wide class of dynamic discrete choice 
models previously considered too (computationally) expensive to analyse. 

The paper is organized as follows. The class of dynamic discrete choice models 
investigated here is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 provides the representation theorem 
for valuation functions that ultimately allows us to avoid backwards recursion in estima- 
tion. The implication of this theorem is illustrated for a simple optimal stopping model 
in Section 4. Then, in Section 5, based on this new representation, we propose the CCP 
estimator for the underlying structural parameters and establish that it is N"'-consistent 
and asymptotically normal, where N denotes sample size. The last three sections of the 
paper present an application of our approach by estimating a life cycle model of married 
couple's optimal contraceptive choice behaviour. Section 6 presents a model of the links 
between contraceptive choice and fertility, including the possibility of choosing (irrevers- 
ible) sterilization. Although quite simple, the model nevertheless is encumbered with a 
large state space which would impose prohibitive computational costs if the maximum 
likelihood (ML) strategy previously employed in this literature was attempted. The data, 
described in Section 7, is for a sample of white married couples gathered in the National 
Fertility Survey of 1975. Finally, Section 8 reports the parameter estimates for several 
alternative specifications of the model, and examines some of their quantitative implica- 
tions. 

2. THE FRAMEWORK 

The framework we investigate includes a wide class of dynamic, discrete choice models. 
Consider a typical agent making choices over time in an uncertain environment. She is 
assumed to choose one action from a set, %, which contains up to J alternatives at each 
period, t, over a finite life of length T. (Without loss of generality, in this and the following 
two sections, we assume that calendar time and age are synonymous.) Her objective is 
to maximize the expected value of a sum of period-specific payoffs or utilities. Let d,. = 1 
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indicate the agent chooses action j in t, and setting d,. =0 means she does something 
else. Then _d, = (d,,, . . . ,d,,-,)' describes her action in period t. Alternatively expressed: 

drjE (0, 1) for all ( t, j )  E T x %, 

Xi==,drj= 1 for all t E T. 

The action taken at period t typically affects the outcome, b, E 9 ,  which arrives at 
the end of the period. Let H, = (_bh, b,, . . . ,b,-,)' represent the agent's history as of the 
beginning of period t; it includes a L x  1 vector of the agent's initial endowment of 
characteristics, _b, E B,, and the agent's entire history of outcomes from period 1 through 
t -1.' We assume that B is a finite set, but only that 93,is compact. The outcome, b,, is 
either fully determined by action _d,, or generated according to the transition probabilities: 

where HI+, = (H,, br)'.3 In the context of econometric analyses, such distribution func- 
tions, as well as the agent's payoff functions described below, may be specified in terms 
of a vector of structural parameters. While this parameter vector is typically the focus 
of estimation, we shall first investigate the general structure of the decision problem, 
delaying the introduction of parametric representations until Section 5. 

In each period t, there is a current utility or payoff, u,, associated with each choice 
j. Let uf (HI) = E (u,. I H,) denote the conditional expectation of u,, given H,. It follows 
that: 

where the stochastic utility component, eti, is, by construction, conditionally independent 
of H,. Let _u*(H,) = (uT(H,),. . . ,uT(H,))' and g, = (el l ,. . . ,E,~) ' ,  respectively, denote 
J x 1vectors of deterministic and stochastic utility components. We write the distribution 
function of g, as: 

and assume it has a well-defined, joint probability density function, dG(g, I HI). 
The agent sequentially chooses { _ d l ) , , ,  to maximize the objective function: 

Let _d:= (d:,, . . . ,d&-,)' denote the agent's optimal choice in period s. We define the 
conditional valuation function associated with choosing j in period t as: 

where u$ = uf(H,) is adopted for notational simplicity. Optimal decision making implies 
that d:k = 1, if and only if: 

k = argmaxjSw [u$+ e, + v,], (2.7) 

2. Many problems have a finite state space representation, obviating the need to write down the whole 
history at each decision node. However the application we investigate in the latter parts of the paper does not 
enjoy this property, which justifies why a more general formulation is provided here. 

3. Since HI is a vector of length t, there is an argument for subscripting F (as well as many other mappings 
we define in the text) by t. An alternative notational convention is to express H I  as (t, H*,)', where H*,= 
(H,,  0, . . . ,O)', and define F(H,+,  I HI),  for example, on T' x Bgx BZT.In this way we avoid the notationally 
cumbersome subscripting. 
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where vG=v,(H,). Conditional on history H,, the probability the agent chooses action 
k is therefore: 

Let p(H,) = (p,(H,), . . . ,pJ-,(H,))' denote the ( J  -1) dimensional vector of conditional 
choi"ce probabilities associated with the first J -1 actions in period t. 

3. AN ALTERNATIVE REPRESENTATION OF 
CONDITIONAL VALUATION FUNCTIONS 

In general, the conditional valuation function, v,(H,), does not have a closed form solution. 
The standard practice is to exploit Bellman's (1957) equation and use backward recursion 
methods to obtain one. This section provides an alternative representation of vj(HI) 
which will prove convenient when estimating a parametric representation of such models. 

To derive this representation, note that (2.3) and (2.8) imply that the conditional 
probability of making choice 1, say, can be written as: 

where Gj(_uI 1 H,) =aG(_ul1 H,)/au,. Up to the normalization, pl(H,), the integrand in 
the last line of (3.1) is the probability density function for E , , ,  given history H, and 
[uTl+v,, + r t l ]2 [u$ +vtk+ rIk] for all k E %? (or, in words, when the first choice is optimal). 
(See McFadden (1981, p. 204) for example.) For each k E %?,the expression corresponding 
to (3.1) is a positive, real-valued, mapping from the differences in conditional valuation 
functions associated with the optimal choice and the alternative actions. We now show 
that these differences can be expressed as functions of conditional choice probabilities. 

Let _v = (v,, .. . ,VJ-,)' be a ( J -  1)-dimensional vector. For each t E T and j E 

(1, . . . ,J - I), define the real-valued function, Qj(,v, H,), as: 

= IG,([r + u)j-uTl+ vj - v,], . . . ,[ r  + u; -u:,-,+ v, - v,-,I, E, 

and Q(_v, HI), a ( J  -1) dimensional vector function, as: 

If _v comprises the differences in conditional valuation functions, namely, 

thenp(H,)= Q(_v(H,), HI). The cornerstone of our estimation strategy is to express _v(H,) 
as a "function of p(HI). This requires Q(_v, H,) to be invertible in _v. By the following 
proposition, in Appendix A, itslnverse exists. 
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Proposition 1. For each H, the mapping Q(_y, Ht)  is invertible in _y.-
Proposition 1 enables one to express vj(H,) in terms of the choice probabilities, 

transition probabilities and expected (per period) payoffs associated with future histories. 
To demonstrate this, we proceed in several steps. First, the expected optimal payoff in 
period t, conditional on history H,, is: 

where p,.=pj(H,). To express E(E,.J H,, d ;  = 1) as a function of conditional choice 
probabilities, Proposition 1 implies that the (unnormalized) conditional density function, 
appearing in (3.1), can be written as: 

where vj = v,.(H,), Q,' = Qy1(p1, H,), and p, = (pl1,.. . ,P,,~-,)'. Therefore, the expecta- 
tion of E ~ ,when j is the optimal action fo;history H,, is: 

Using (3.5) and (3.7), it follows that the agent's expected utility (or payoff) in period 
t, conditional on H,, is: 

To complete the representation of v,(H,), we characterize the sequences of choices 
and state variables which would be feasible for the agent in future periods if she was to 
choose action j in period t. Let ds(H,)  denote the set of histories which remain feasible 
for some age s following t, given history H,: 

d s ( H t )={Hs:Hs= (H,, b,, .. .,bs-l)r}. (3.9) 

Denote the conditional choice probabilities associated with this finite set of possible 
histories by the vector set, p(H,): 

p(H,)={p(Hs): H s ~ d s ( H , ) f o r s = t + l ,  ..., T}. (3.10) 

Then the agent's conditional valuation function for d,. = 1 is given by the sum (over the 
periods s E {t+ 1, . . .,T } and over histories which might eventuate, HsE ds(H,) )  of the 
associated expected payoffs, Us = U(p,, H,), times the probability of each Hs occurring. 
The probability of H, occurring, con"dtiona1 on H, and d,. = 1, is, in turn, given by the 
product of the relevant conditional choice and state transition probabilities: 
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where HsE .&(Hr) for each r E { t+ 1, .  .. ,s-1). Adopting the abbreviated notation 
Frk=Fk(Hr+ll Hr), we have thus established that one can represent any conditional 
valuation function as a real valued mapping of the current history and future conditional 
choice probabilities; denoting this new representation by V,(H,, p(H,)),  it is defined as: 

It immediately follows that V,(H,, p(H,)) = vj(H,). 
Representation (3.12) can be further simplified in some circumstances. Consider 

histaries where there exists at least one action, which, if taken next period, eliminates 
the differential impact of any subsequent choices on outcomes. Such histories are said 
to be terminal histories. More precisely, a history H, is said to be terminal if and only 
if there exists at least one action, say J E %, (called a terminating action) which, if chosen 
in t + 1, must be picked for all periods sE { t+ 2, .. ., A search model where agents 
cannot change jobs exemplifies dynamic discrete choice models with this terminal history 
property. Suppose the jthaction is a terminating action associated with some history 
H,.Then the indirect utility associated with this action at all H,+,E d,+ , (H, )  simplifies to: 

and it follows from Proposition 1 that the conditional valuation functions at time t 
associated with the remaining choices may be expressed as: 

Equation (3.14) shows that if H, is a terminal history, then q ( H , ,  p(H,)) is a function 
of the values taken on by p(H,+,) and VJ(H,+l) as H,+,ranges over the elements in the 
set d ,+,(H,) .  Note that (3:13) implies that the conditional probabilities, associated with 
future choices beyond t + 1, do not enter the expressions for valuations of period t choices. 
Consequently, the existence of terminal states greatly reduces the number of future choice 
probabilities required to calculate conditional valuation functions.' 

The new representation of conditional valuation functions has two uses: one in 
forming orthogonality conditions for estimation purposes and the other for interpreting 
the comparative dynamics associated with changes in the state variables. We conclude 
this section with a brief discussion of the latter. From the definition of Q(_v, H,) and -
(3.12), it follows that: 

Differentiating with respect a continuous component in _bO, say bol, yields a taxonomy 
of the various contributing pieces: 

ap(Ht) - a Q ( a ~ ,-I 
abol a t ,  abol dp,=O 

The last term in (3.16) captures changes in p(H,) due to the impact of bol on current 
utility, holding constant the conditional valcation function. This effect is through two 

4. Ail states associated with terminating actions are absorbing states. 
5. The existence of a terminating action is a sufficient, but hardly necessary, condition for realizing the 

simplifications in the representations of conditional valuation function described in the text. Such gains accrue 
whenever one can readily obtain the valuation function associated with one or more of the choices. 
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channels: one through the effects of bol on _u*(H,), the deterministic components of 
current utility and the other through those on G(g,I H,), the probability distribution 
function of g,. The other way in which bo, affects p(H,) is through its impact on expected 
future utility, namely _v,. Again, this overall effect (the first term in (3.16)) consists of 
the influence of bol through several channels: one through its effect on _v,, holding p(H,)  
constant and, the other, through its effect on future choice probabilities p(H,),  characteriz- 
ing U(p,, H,) and, ultimately, V,(H,, p(H,)). The latter effects reflect ?he changes in the 
probabTlities of reaching future nodes and adjustments to the dynamic selection correction 
terms in future periods. 

As our application below demonstrates, all these terms can be estimated without 
computing the valuation function. Similar approximations can be derived to gauge the 
effects of discrete valued state variables. However, comparative dynamics which change 
the model's structure (the mappings for u ; ,  Fv and G,) cannot always be handled this 
way. In predicting how an agent would react to a regime change, the critical question is 
whether a second agent now exists whose observed behaviour, in a distributional sense, 
mimics what the first would do under the new regime. If not, it seems necessary to 
compute the optimal decision rule under the new regime. 

4. AN EXAMPLE: OPTIMAL STOPPING 

Before discussing the CCP estimator in detail, we consider the form of V,(H,, p(H,)) for 
a simple optimal stopping model to illustrate the content of Proposition 1. We preface 
the empirical investigations contained in the second half of the paper, by supposing a 
couple must decide when, over the course of their lifetime, to permanently sterilize and 
no longer be at risk to bear children. Prior to sterilizing, births occur according to (an 
exogenous) stochastic process. Each period, the couple receives a level of utility which 
depends on the number of their offspring; this payoff reflects the balance between the 
satisfaction derived from and the costs associated with rearing these children. The example 
ignores other forms of heterogeneity across couples; hence, gocan be ignored in this 
illustration. 

In terms of the notation developed above, let d,, = 1 if the couple does not sterilize 
in period t and d,, = 1 if it sterilizes. Because J = 2, d,, = 1-d,, . Since sterilization is 
assumed irreversible and available at any t, every history H, is terminal; thus d,, = O  
implies d,, =0 for all s E {t, . . . , T). The period of the couple's lifetime in which steriliz- 
ation takes place, T, is called the stopping time (for childbearing). 

The outcomes in this model are births. We let b, = 1 if a child is born in period s, 
and let b, = 0 otherwise. For simplicity, we assume a birth occurs at the end of period t 
to unsterilized women with probability a E (0,1]. That is: 

Sterilized women cannot bear children, so: 

We assume that the nonstochastic component of the woman's utility in any period 
t depends only on the number of existing children. Consequently, this problem has a 
finite state space; the couple only has to keep track of periods since their marriage and 
current family size in making contraception decisions. Let fit denote family size at t. In 
terms of the couple's birth history = Hi',, where 6,  denotes a t x 1 vector of ones, or 
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more simply: 

For the sake of illustration, let the couple's current utility be quadratic in fir: 

where p E (0 , l )  is the discount factor. The choice specific idiosyncratic component 
associated with each action, E ~ ,is assumed to be identically and independently distributed 
across (t, j) as a Type I Extreme Value random variable with location parameter 0. The 
couple's decision problem, then, is to sequentially choose {d,)~=,  (or, equivalently the 
optimal stopping time T) which maximizes: 

To characterize the optimal decision rule for this model, we need the conditional 
valuation functions of each action j E {1,2). Because sterilization is a terminating action, 
the value of setting d, = O  is just the expected discounted utility derived from the stock 
of existing children, fir.The above assumptions imply this value is: 

where y is Euler's constant (= 0.577). The discounted value of not sterilizing in period 
t, and remaining fertile at least one more peiod is: 

Aside from E,, and E,, ,the only difference in expected future utility from the two actions 
the parents can take is due to the value of births. Therefore, the optimal decision rule is: 

where P-'vj(H,) is the current (undiscounted) conditional valuation function for history 
H, and action j. This implies the conditional probability of choosing not to sterilize in 
period t is: 

Because sterilization can be undertaken at any time, all histories are terminal; hence, 
the representations of vl(H,) and v2(Hr) that we seek take the form of (3.14) and (3.13), 
respectively. Since the right-hand side of (4.6) already corresponds to the form of V,, in 
(3.13), we only need to derive the expression for Vl(H,, p(H,)). To proceed, note that 
&,+,(H,) ={(H,, I),  (H,, 0)) and the associated set of conditional choice probabilities is: 

Using (4.9), it follows from Proposition 1 that Q - ' ( ~ ~ ( H , + ~ ) ,  H,+,) is: 

To complete the expression for Vl(H,, p(H,)), we need to characterize the form of the 
W,+l,j functions associated with U,+, in (3.8). Given the assumed distributions for E,, 

and E,Z, these functions take the form: 
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for j = 1,2, where y is Euler's constant. Substituting (4.4), (4.6), (4.11) and (4.12) into 
(3.14) yields: 

Vi(p(Ht), Ht) =Pta{~i(E;T,+ 1 ) + ~ 2 ( f i ~ + l ) ~ + ~ j Z = 1  -In [p,(Ht, I)]) pj(Ht, l ) ( ~  
+~[y+S l ( f i ,+1 )+62 ( f i ,+1 )2 ] / (1 -~T- ' -1 )  

+p1(H,, l)(ln [ ~ l ( H t ,  l)lp2(H,, 1)l)) 

+@'(I -a){SlE;T,+62fi:+~f=l ~ j ( H t ,  O)(Y -In [~ j (Ht ,  0)l) 
+p[y+s,E;T,+S2Z?:]/(l -pT-I-') 

+ ~ 2 ( H t ,  O)(ln [PI(H,, O)/p,(Ht, 0)l)). (4.13) 

This function consists of two expressions in braces: the one in first three lines gives the 
expected lifetime utility from period t +1 on if a child is born in period t and H,,, = (H,, I), 
weighted by the probability that such a birth will occur; the second, in the final three 
lines, gives the probability-weighted utility associated with the birth not occurring and 
H,+,= (H,, 0). Each of these expressions, in turn, consists of the sum of: (a) the expected 
payoff in period t +1, U,+l ; (b) the value of sterilizing at t +1, V2; and (c) a term which 
adjusts for the fact that sterilization may not be optimal in t +1.6 

Using Vl(p(Hr), H,) in place of V,(H,) and the expression in (4.6) for V2(Hr), one 
can represent the conditional probability of choosing either action as a function of the 
couple's history, H, and the one period ahead choice probabilities p(H,). Consequently 
p(H,) and v2(H,) are sufficient to summarize the expected future value of an action in 
period t. Provided we can obtain consistent estimates of the future choice probabilities 
cheaply, the representation developed here can be used to formulate estimators for a, P, 
Sl and S2, the structural parameters of interest. We turn to the issue of estimation in the 
next section. 

5. LARGE SAMPLE PROPERTIES O F  THE CCP ESTIMATOR 

This section addresses the issue of estimating structural parameters for the class of models 
described in Section 2 which exploit the representation of valuation functions developed 
in Section 3. We suppose that _u*(H,), G(E, ( H,) and F,(H,+, I H,) are parameterized by 
a vector of structural parameters, _ 8 , ~  0, and propose a strategy for its estimation. The 
CCP estimator is obtained in two stages: we first formulate nonparametric estimators of 
future choice and transition probabilities and then use these incidental parameter estimates 
in a set of estimating equations which are solved for _8. We establish that the estimator 
is consistent, converges at a rate of N"', and has a normal asymptotic distribution. 

Suppose the model developed in Section 2 characterizes the behaviour of a population 
of agents from which we draw a random sample of size N at some point in calendar 
time, t say.' We utilize an n subscript throughout to denote the variables and functions 
for the nth agent in the sample and define A,, to be the age of agent n at calendar time 
t (which implies her planning horizon is T-A,, periods). In developing the properties 
of estimators, we make the following additional assumptions: 

Assumption 1. 8, is a Q x 1 vector belonging to the interior of a compact set 0 .  

Assumption 2. P*(H,,, _8), Fj(H,,,+, I H,,, _8) and dG(g,, I H,,, 8) are differentiable 
in _8. 

6. In (4.13), the (a) components for (H,, 1 )  and (H,,O) are given in the first and third lines of (4.13), 
respectively, and the sum of corresponding (b) and (c) components are given in the other lines. 

7. Samples of longitudinal data could also be treated in a similar manner; no new conceptual issues arise 
in that case. 
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Assumption 3. b,, takes on one of K possible values when t -A,, <s d t + T -A,,. 

Assumption 4. The elements in H,, and GO,,, the choices made at age A,,, are 
observed without error for each agent, but g,, is unobserved. 

Assumption 5. The population lives in a stationary environment; consequently 
q (Hn , r+ lI HHr, go), the transition probability generating b,, and G(gn, I H,,, go), the proba- 
bility distribution governing the unobservables, are invariant across calendar time periods. 

Assumption 6. Conditional on H,,, the distribution g,, is independently distributed 
across agents. 

Assumptions 1 and 2 are regularity conditions on the functions and parameter space 
which enable the use of standard results when establishing consistency and asymptotic 
distributions. Assumption 3 restricts the feasible outcomes for b,, to a finite set and 
Assumptions 4 through 6 allow us to (synthetically) form cohorts from cross-sectional 
data on agents (of different ages) which we use to estimate the future choice and transition 
probabilities. 

To motivate the definition of the CCP estimator and help fix ideas, we begin by 
considering the (somewhat unrealistic) situation where the conditional choice and transi- 
tional probabilities entering the estimation equations are known. In this case 8, could 
be estimated by a Generalized Methods of Moments (GMM) strategy, using the rep- 
resentation of the conditional valuation functions developed in Section 3. Accordingly, 
we augment p(H,,) to include the future (feasible) transition probabilities. Let this set 
be denoted by p(H,,) and defined as: 

Also, let l$(H,,, p(Hn,), 8,) = V,(H,,, p(H,,)). Defining the corresponding representation 
of conditional choice probabilities as: 

it follows immediately that: 

Let z,, denote an R x 1 vector of instruments, with (J-1)R2 Q, and let a, be a 
Q x (J- l )R random matrix which converges in N to the constant matrix a,. Define the 
Q x 1 vector of orthogonality conditions as: 

where P(H,,, p(H,,), 8 )  = (Pl(H,,, p(H,,), 8 ) ,  . . . ,PJ-I(H,,, p(H,,), 8))'. The instru-
ments z,, are chosen so that 8, uniquely satisfies 

Under the assumption that p(H,,) is known, a GMM estimator for t o ,  denoted t iN) ,  can 
be obtained by constructing sample analogues of (5.4) and averaging them over n E 

{I , . . . ,N}. 
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Typically p(H,,) is unknown and must be estimated. We consider two cases, depend- 
ing on the nature of the initial conditions, b,,. First, consider the case where 93, is a 
finite set with L elements. Recall that the set of feasible outcomes, 93, is also assumed 
to be finite (Assumption 3); thus B o x  BT, the set of possible histories for H,,, is itself 
finite. Consequently, there are only a finite number of transition probabilities to consider 
too, each of which has discrete support. In particular, M =L(K T+' - 1)(K- I)-' such 
histories exist, generically denoted HmE 93, x BT for m = (1, . . . ,M). Accordingly, let 
em'(?)ml, EL1, . . . I;L)', where p, =pm(H,) denotes the ( J  -1)-dimensional vector of 
associated choice probabilities and pmj= F,((H,,  b ) 1 H,) is the ( K  -1)-dimensional 
vector of probabilities for the respective outcomes, conditional on history H, and choice 
j ~ { l , .. . ,J) .  Then one can use sample frequencies of the choices and subsequent 
outcomes from observations for each of the M possible histories to form estimates of 
p = ( f ; ,  . . .,ph)' .  More formally, define the indicator function, Il(Hm, H,,), for any two 
histories Hm>nd H,,, as: 

1 ifH,,=H, 
Il(Hm, ~ ~ 1 )  ={0 otherwise. 

Then unrestricted estimators of p, - and rmjare defined, respectively, as: 

p',") =X;=l Il(Hm, Hnt)&nt and (N)-Fmj-ZY=l Il(Hm, HnOdntjbm - c;=1 =II,(Hm,H,,) CY=l =1Il(H,, HHI)d,tj ' (5.7) 

Let p'N' denote the M(JK -1) dimensional vector of estimators (piN), . . . ,p(MN1')'. Noting 
p(Efnt)G for all n E {1,2,. . . ,N), an estimator of 8, may be coistructed using 
elements of p'N' instead of p(H,,) in forming the sample average of (5.4) and setting it -
to 0. 

The large sample properties of this estimator, which we call the CCP estimator and 
denote by B ' , ~ ) ,  - Define the follow from the fact that p'N' is itself a GMM estimator. 
M(JK -1)-dimensional vector: 

?2n(f) = (?2n(fl)'~ ?2n(f2)', . .. ?2n(f~)') ' .  

Where the (JK -1) dimensional vector, r2,(fm),  is defined as: 

for m ={I, . . . ,M). Then (p'N", $iN)') is a GMM estimator solving: -

From Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 in Hansen (1982, p. 1035 and p. 1042), the consistency and 
asymptotic normality of f i rN)  follows immediately. Defining: 
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for i ~ { 1 , 2 )  and j ~ { 1 , 2 ) ,  it follows (from Newey (1984), for example) that Z,, the 
asymptotic covariance matrix for fIN', is 

There are two computational drawbacks associated with the estimator defined in 
(5.9). First, the cell estimators in (5.7) are infeasible if 3, is a closed interval which 
supports a well defined probability density function for b,,, because the probability of 
sampling two identical histories is 0. Second, even when 3, is finite, a strictly positive 
probability exists that not all cells are visited for any fixed sample size N. As a practical 
matter, this is manifested by empty or sparse cells which may render the estimator defined 
above non-operational. 

To overcome these two limitations, nonparametric procedures can be used to estimate 
the incidental parameters, p(H,,), and, ultimately, 8,. Accordingly, define the kernel 
function, J(Hn,) ,  by a real-valued, bounded, symmetric differentiable function which 
integrates to 1 on the set of all possible histories. Also let hN E Rt denote the band-width 
associated with the kernel estimator for samples of size N. For each H',:'E d(H, , ) ,  the 
kernel estimators for p,, = p(~',: ') and Fnjr= F;.((H',:', b) 1 H',:') are given by: 

Theorems 1 and 3 of Bierens (1983, p. 701-702) establish the conditions, including that 
hN+ 0 and ~ " ~ h k ,  under which - = (?::), FLY), . . . , F::)) is uniformly + co as N + CO, 
consistent for each (n, r).' 

Substituting for the corresponding components of p(H,,) in (5.4), another 
variant on the C ~ Pestimator of f,, denoted f'N', is obtained by, once again, forming 
the sample analogue of (5.4). Appendix B establishes that f ' N )  is consistent, and that 
~ " ~ ( f ' ~ '-E[$'~ ' ])  is asymptotically normal but is not centred on 0. This asymptotic 
bias is due to the local averaging in the kernel estimator for the incidental parameters 

used to construct B ' ~ ) .  However, Appendix B also shows how to form a linear 
combination of estimators of this form for f, to obtain a new estimator, t iN) ,  which is 
N"' consistent, asymptotically normal and unbiased. Proposition 2 summarizes the 
results of this section and Appendix B. 

Proposition 2. If 3, is jnite, f$N', given by (5.9), is consistent and ~ ' / ' ( f $ ~ '  -to) 
converges in distribution to a normal random variable with mean 0 and covariance matrix, 
El, dejned in (5.11). If%, is compact (but notjnite), then there exists a consistent estimator, 
f$N', defined in (B.27), such that N'/'(@$~'-to))converges in distribution to a normal 
random variable with mean _O and covariance matrix, Z2, given in (B.21) of Appendix B. 

The assumptions invoked to establish the asymptotic properties of the CCP estimator 
limit its applicability to certain dynamic discrete choice contexts. First, consider the 
situation where some of the state variables are not observed. Although Assumption 4 
rules out the existence of such unobserved state variables, it is quite natural for such 

8. As noted above, one may wish to use the kernel estimators in (5.12), even in the.case where all of the 
elements of H,,,finite-valued random variables. While the large sample properties of these choice and transition 
probability estimators still holds. We have not investigated their small sample properties. (See Hotz, Miller, 
Sanders and Smith (1991) for an investigation of the small sample properties of a closely related estimator.) 
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variables to play an essential role in models of interest. For example, in the job matching 
model estimated by Miller (1982, 1984), the beliefs an agent holds about the quality of 
his match are unobserved. Determined by nature and past choices, they are used to 
evaluate future prospects. In this model, the estimated choice probabilities cannot be 
conditioned on all the variables that help determine the agent's future decisions and their 
conditional valuation functions. One could, following Miller, solve the dynamic program- 
ming problem explicitly, derive the optimal decision rule to generate the stochastic process 
that characterizes the unobservables, and ultimately undertake ML estimation. 

Assumptions 5 and 6 imply there are no common shocks which would produce, over 
time, correlated responses within the population of agents. Consequently many interesting 
questions about secular change, technological progress, and business cycles fall outside 
the scope of the CCP estimator as proposed herein. However, Altug and Miller (1991) 
recently have adapted our approach to a competitive economy where aggregate fluctu- 
ations are transmitted through prices which affect labour supply decisions and human 
capital accumulation. In principle, one could allow for such forms of aggregate variation 
by explicitly modeling the processes generating such aggregate processes and then estimat- 
ing the resulting model with ML techniques. This approach has not been taken due to 
the substantial computational costs its implementation would entail. 

Finally, the CCP estimator requires samples to be drawn from the population of all 
possible histories, H,,, in order to (nonparametrically ) estimate the choice and transition 
probabilities in p(H,,,). (More formally, random sampling of agents at a point in calendar 
time coupled with Assumptions 5 and 6, ensure that all feasible histories have a positive 
probability of being included in any particular sample.) This requirement is yet another 
way in which the CCP estimator is, in principle, less versatile than ML. Because the 
latter method computes the optimal decision rule, it may be theoretically possible to 
parametrically identify dynamic models with data sets that only track the first few periods 
of the decision maker's problem. As with unobserved heterogeneity, the usefulness of 
pursuing ML in these estimation environments depends on the confidence one can place 
in specifying the structure of unobserved phenomena, in this case choices and outcomes 
occurring near the end of the decision tree never seen in the data set. 

5. AN EMPIRICAL MODEL O F  CONTRACEPTIVE CHOICE AND 
VOLUNTARY STERILIZATION 

The remainder of the paper applies the preceding results to a dynamic model of contracep- 
tive choice for a sample of white married couples surveyed in the National Fertility Survey 
of 1975 (NFS). The model explicitly deals with the option of voluntary sterilization, 
generalizing the one in Section 4. In recent years voluntary sterilization has become the 
most common method of family planning within the U.S.A. For example, among married 
women between the ages of 25 to 34 in the US., Potts (1988) reports that 40 percent rely 
on sterilization as their contraceptive method, which is twice as many as use the next 
most common contraceptive method, the pill. 

While the model outlined in Section 4 captures the optimal stopping aspects of family 
formation, it lacks several features of the contraceptive choice decisions of married 
couples. First, it does not allow for any contraceptive control apart from sterilization. 
Yet temporary methods of contraceptive control are important as our data clearly show. 
Second, it does not explicitly characterize the structure of the payoffs parents derive from 
their children. For example, previous economic models of life choice fertility distinguish 
between the utility parents derive from the presence of children as well as the (economic) 
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costs parents face in rearing them. Moreover, while the model in Section 4 specified the 
parental utility depended only on the existing number of offspring, empirical evidence 
suggests that the utility parents receive from their children (see Hotz and Miller (1988)) 
and the costs associated with rearing them (see Espenshade (1980) and Lazear and 
Michael (1988)) depend on their ages as well as their total number. 

The empirical application presented here allows for these features within a dynamic 
structural model of contraceptive choice. We estimate a model in which parents value 
the direct utility received from their children and from their own consumption. Their 
consumption of these two goods is constrained by their (limited and uncertain) income, 
the costs of rearing their own children, and their inability to control perfectly the extent 
and timing of childbearing. These features of the choice problem facing parents, as well 
as the possibility that utility from offspring and their costs vary with the number and age 
distribution of their children, would suggest that parents adapt their choice of contracep- 
tive methods to the outcomes they have realized in previous periods and in anticipation 
of the future consequences of current actions. 

In the model we estimate, the nth couple can choose one of the following three 
contraceptive actions: voluntary sterilization, temporary contraception (such as the pill), 
and no contraception. That is: 

1 if the nth couple does not contracept at age t 

0 otherwise, 

dnrz = 
1 
0 

if the nth couple contracepts at age t 

otherwise, 

dnr3 = 
1 
0 

if the nth couple sterilizes at age 1 

otherwise. 

Contraceptive methods 1 and 2 only imperfectly control births. For these two choices, 
the (transition) probabilities characterizing the occurrence of a birth are assumed to 
depend on the mother's education, denoted El,, her age, A,,,, and the contraceptive 
method used. That is, for j E {1,2): 

where, as in Section 4, H,,,,, = (H,,, b,,) and b,, E {O,1) is an indicator variable for births 
to the nth when the mother is A,,, years old. We continue to maintain the assumption 
that sterilization is fully effective and terminating.g 

Each period the couple receives a level of utility depending on their stock of children, 
their own consumption, and which contraceptive method they used. Let a,, denote the 
service flow couple n receives from their children when the mother is A,,, years old, and 
let c,, denote parental consumption. We assume this payoff at age A,,, is a linear 
function of each of these goods, plus an additive component measuring the utility 
specifically associated using contraceptive method j. These choice specific costs are 
assumed to depend upon a quadratic function of the mother's age, A,,,, and her education, 
El,, as well as an independent (across (n, t, j ) )  random disturbance, E,,., drawn from a 
Type I Extreme Value distribution with a zero mean. That is: 

9. Thus F,(H,,,+, I E,,, A,,,) = F,(H,,,+,I El,,  A,,,,,,) . . . =0 if d,,, = 1. See Altug and Miller (1991)and 
Hotz, Miller, Sanders and Smith (1991) for structural applications of estimation strategies that avoid backwards 
induction by exploiting Proposition 1 but do not rely on terminal states. 
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where p is the subjective discount factor, (4 ,  , (CI2) are curvature parameters characterizing 
parental preferences for consumption and service flows from children, and p, = 
(pj0,. . . ,pI3), are parameters characterizing the couple's preferences over the specific 
contraceptive methods for j E {1,2); without loss of generality, we normalize p3to (?. We 
further assume that the service flow from children, a,,, is a linear function ofbast births: 

where the parameter, rls, is the service flow a child of age s yields. (We assume that the 
service flows from children aged 21 years and older are the same.) 

We assume the couple faces a per period budget constraint, in which they must 
allocate their income in period t, y,,, between their own consumption and the costs of 
rearing their children. The budget constraint is: 

Cnt + en, = Y,,, (6.5) 
where en, denotes total expenditures on children in period t. Expenditures on children 
are assumed to depend on family structure in the following way: 

where ws is the (exogenously-determined) level of expenditures required for a child of 
age s. (We assume that parents only make these expenditures for children who are less 
than 21 years of age.) 

Parental income is assumed to be exogenously determined but stochastic. We suppose 
that y,, is a function of the husband's age and education, denoted by A,,, and E,,, 
respectively, and a conditionally independent stochastic component, t,,. More precisely, 
we use the following specification: 

Ynt  = ? / 0 + ~ 2 n r ~ l + ~ : t ~ 2 +E 2 n ~ 3 +  E2nA2nt~4+E 2 n A : n t ~ S +  tnf, (6.7) 
where y = (yo , .. . , y,)' is a parameter vector to be estimated, and t,,,is a zero mean and 
is uncorrelated over (n, t).1° In our empirical analysis, we use husband's income to 
measure y,,." 

Substituting results from (6.4) through (6.7) into (5.3), we obtain: 

where the vectors, x,,, and x,,,, are: 

10. The failure to allow for serial correlation in t,,,conditional on H,,,, is clearly a limitation of the model. 
Nevertheless, the estimation strategy we have developed in this paper can deal with certain types of serial 
correlation in the specification of (6.7). If, for example, one were to adopt an AR (1) process to allow for serial 
correlation in the earnings process disturbances, two modifications would need to be made to the model 
presented in the text. First, because H,, would contain lagged values of y,,, the conditional expectations of 
the payoffs in future periods, E(u,,./  H,,) for s >  t, would be now a function of y,,,-,. Second, because y,, 
would depend on y,,,_, (as well as a set of exogenous forcing variables), one would need to (non-parametrically) 
estimate a transition probability function for earnings, F(y,, I y,,,-, ,x,,,), in addition to the transition functions 
for birth occurrences given in (6.2). Lacking adequate data on lagged earnings in the National Fertility Survey, 
we could not pursue the estimation of such a specification. 

11. Restricting family income to the husband's earnings was done for several reasons. First, because of 
data limitations in the NFS, we only had measures of the earnings of the husband and wife; respondents were 
not asked about other sources of income. Second, we did not include the earnings of the wife's income in our 
measures of the couple's income, because of our concern that it is endogenously determined and intimately 
related to the childbearing decisions of the couple. In an earlier version of this paper, we presented results for 
a more elaborate structural model in which the wife's labour supply and labour earnings, were explicitly modeled 
along with the couple's contraceptive choices. These are available from the authors upon request. 
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From the description of this model, it is straightforward to see that H,, = 

(_bLo, b,, ,.. .,b,,,- ,) where _bnO = ( t -A1,,, t -A,,,, El,, E,,)' and the vector of structural 
parameters we seek to estimate is given by: 

The couple choose a sequence of contraceptive actions to maximize the expected 
value of the sum of the per period payoffs, calculated using (6.8). To formulate estimating 
equations, note that the period t conditional choice probabilities for this model, expressed 
as functions of period t +1 choice probabilities and the couple's history, take the following 
form: 

x { C ~ = I  fo)I)-', (6.1 1) exp [&;ntpj+P-'V,(Hnt, ~ ( H n t ) ,  

for k~ {1,2). Moreover, utilizing the expressions in (4.11) and (4.12), the difference in 
the conditional valuation function for k E {1,2) and its counterpart for the terminating 
action (sterilization) takes the form: 

where the parameter vector, h = (A,, A,, . ..,A,,)' is a non-linear function of t o ,  the 
structural parameters, defined: 

for i E {I , .  . .,21}, 

h = C S L i  Ps-l(yi+ Y:+ ys2)(2$3es-l), 

A23=C:LI Ps-1(~2+2~i)(2$3es-l),  

h24=c:ll P"- '~3(~*3~s- l ) ,  

A25=C:LI PS-I(~4+2~s)(2*3es-l), 

~ 2 6=c::, ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ( 2 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ - ~ ) .  (6.13) 

Given values for the transition probabilities, the right-hand side of (6.12) is linear 
in the lagged birth indicators and the household characteristics. This feature lends itself 
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to the following four-stage strategy for estimating of 8,: (1) obtain (nonparametric) 
estimates of the probability transitions and the conditional choice probabilities; (2) using 
these estimates to form (6.11) and, in turn, the choice probabilities in (6.12), estimate 
(A,p , ,  p,), and their standard errors, with the methods developed in Section 5; (3) use 
(6.7) to estimate y, the parameter's characterizing the parent's income process; and (4) 
use the estimates &om stages (2) and (3) to estimate the remaining structural parameters 
in 8, by minimum distance methods. We adopted this strategy because it is relatively 
cheap to compute. 

While the procedures for undertaking Steps 2 through 4 are either well known or 
previously discussed, a few details about Step 1 are in order. For each observation 
n ~ { l , .. . , N )  estimates of conditional choice probabilities were obtained for two 
hypothetical histories, namely (H,,, 0) and (H,,, I),  which characterize the couple's 
position in period ( t  + 1) in the event of a birth or not, respectively. For convenience 
and without loss of generality, we recast the state space in terms of the educational 
attainment of both parents, their ages, and the successive ages of their progeny by birth 
parity in place of the original H,, space. That is, we expressed the kernel function in 
terms of H = ( H ,  . . . , H ) ,  where H(,:) = El , ,  HZ) = E,,, HZ) = A,,,, HZ) = 
A,,,, HZ' is the age of the oldest child,. . . ,and HZ) is the age of the (I -4)th oldest, 
with ( I  -4) being the largest number of children belonging to any one family at t in the 
sample. The kernel function we used in our empirical analysis was of the form: 

where +(a) is the standard normal density function, ai is the sample standard deviation 
of Hi) and hN is the bandwidth. The bandwidth actually used in our analysis was hN = 1. 
Preliminary analyses conducted with alternative bandwidths did not reveal a great deal 
of sensitivity in the estimates of 8, to this choice. 

7. THE DATA 

The data, taken from the National Fertility Survey (NFS), is a sample of white couples 
who were married over the period 1970 through 1975 inclusive. They were interviewed 
twice, in 1970 and at the beginning of 1976, and information was gathered on the births 
of their offspring, other demographic characteristics, as well as information on the 
husband's annual labour market earnings for the years 1970 and 1975. They were also 
asked to provide monthly records of their contraceptive utilization over the six year 
period. We aggregated this data to form annualized measures of the contraceptive choices, 
classifying each couples according to one of the three contraceptive actions described in 
the previous section.', Of a total of 2374 couples interviewed in both 1970 and 1976, we 
used data on 2088. The sample loss is due to missing data on demographic characteristics, 
husband's income, fertility, or contraceptive histories. We then formed couple-year 
observations from those at risk to bear children (that is, couples who had not yet sterilized). 

12. The couple's contraceptive choice in each calendar year was constructed as follows. If either partner 
reported sterlizing in any month during a calendar year t, we recorded their contraceptive choice as sterilization. 
If sterilization did not occur in year t and the couple recorded a birth in year t +  1, we used their contraceptive 
strategy in the month prior to the wife becoming pregnant (that is whether they were contracepting or not) as 
their year t contraceptive choice. Couples who did not sterilize and did not have a birth in year t + 1, were 
further categorized; if no birth occurred in year t, we assigned the contraceptive strategy they followed in the 
majority of the months in year t; alternatively, if a birth occurred in year t, we assigned their year t contraceptive 
choice as contracepting, on the grounds that women are infertile during the post-partum period. 
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A total of 796 couples voluntarily sterilized at some time over the period 1970 through 
1975, resulting in a total of 10,257 couple-years for use in our analysis. Descriptive 
statistics on this sample are provided in Table I. With respect to their contraceptive 
practices, in any given year, approximately 18% of those couples at risk used no form of 
contraception, 74% used temporary contraceptive methods and 8% chose to sterilize. 

The relationship between contraceptive choices and the characteristics of fecund 
couples is suggested by cross-tabulations provided in Table 11. The left-hand panel shows 
approximately 25% of wives under the age of 21 use no form of contraception, this 
percentage falling to around 17 for wives in their thirties, and then rising. The percentage 
who contracept is highest among those women in the 21-25 age bracket, while the 
proportion of couples who sterilize rises from 1.5% for the youngest age group, peaking 
at 12% for couples with wives aged 36-40. 

The middle panel displays the distribution of contraceptive choice by educational 
attainment of the wife. Couples with wives who did not attain a high school degree have 
the highest proportions of either using no contraceptive methods or choosing to sterilize, 
relative to the other educational groups. The high incidence of sterilization among women 
with less education partly reflects the fact that women with lower levels of educational 
attainment started their childbearing earlier. Also note that a relatively high proportion 
of college graduates do not contracept; perhaps these women delayed childbearing until 
after completing their education. 

Because the model suggests that family size affects contraceptive choice, the relation- 
ship between these two variables is illustrated in the third panel of Table 11. As might 
be expected, the incidence of the use of both temporary contraceptive methods and 

TABLE I 

Descriptive statistics 

(Standard deviations in parentheses) 

Year 
Variable 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Wife's age 

Wife's education 

Husband's age 

Husband's education 

No contraception 

Contraception 

Sterilization 

Current births 

Number of children 
in family 

Husband's income 

Number of 
sterilizations 

Number of 
observations 
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TABLE I1 

&ntraceprir>e choices and demographic characteristics ofcouples* 

Wife's Age 

Contraception 

choice <21 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 


No contaception 80 494 558 384 259 
24.8 20.4 17.7 16.5 17.1 

Contraception 238 1860 2342 1673 1073 
73.7 76.9 74.5 72.1 70.7 

Sterilization 5 65 244 264 186 
1.6 2.7 7.8 11.3 12.2 

Total 323 2419 3 I44 2321 1518 

Wife's Education 

Contraception Less than High school college More than 
choice high schooi graduate Some coilege graduate college 

No Contraception 351 946 289 237 62 
23.5 17.6 15.7 20.1 17.7 


Contraception 988 4030 141 1 882 265 

66.2 74.8 76.4 74-6 75.7 


Sterilization 153 41 1 146 63 23 

10.2 7.6 7.9 5.3 6.6 


Total 1492 5387 1846 1182 350 


Number of Children 

Contraception 

choice 0 1 2 3 4 L5 


-
No contraception 374 65 1 47 1 210 92 87 

41.2 29.9 13.6 10.1 10.1 12.0 
Contraception 526 1492 2741 1606 677 534 

58.0 68-4 79.1 77.5 74.2 74.0 
Sterilization 7 37 252 256 143 101 

0.8 1.7 7.3 12.4 15.7 14.0 
Topal 907 2180 3464 2072 912 722 

* The top entry in each cell gives the number of observations, while the bottom one gives the column percentage. 
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sterilization are positively correlated with the total number of children, while the decision 
to use no contraceptive method is negatively correlated. These data also suggest contracep- 
tive methods vary with the number and age distribution of the couple's existing stock of 
children. In results not reported here, couples with young children and those with older 
children were found much more likely to either contracept or sterilize than couples with 
either no children or with children between the ages of 4 and 16. 

8. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

This section reports results from the estimation of the contraceptive choice model of 
Section 6, using the data described in Section 7. Beginning with the birth transition 
probabilities, or contraceptive failure rates, Table I11 presents estimates of the probability 
a birth occurs when a couple does not contracept, F,,,, and the probability associated 
with using a temporary method, F,,,. These were estimated for each of 28 alternative 

TABLE 111 

Failure by wife's age and education 

(Standard errors in parentheses) 

No contraceptive Method Used 

Wife's education 

Wife's age <High school High school Some college College >College Marginal 

<20 0.619 
(0.106) 

20-24 0.390 
(0.055) 

25-29 0.259 
(0.049) 

30-34 0.184 
(0.044) 

35-39 0.106 
(0.045) 

Z40 0.009 
(0.010) 

Marginal 0.251 

Temporary Contraceptive Methods Used 

Wife's education 

Wife's age <High school High school Some college College >College Marginal 

<20 0.210 
(0.054) 

20-24 0.039 
(0.013) 

25-29 0.512 
(0.014) 

30-34 0.026 
(0.011) 

35-39 0.028 
(0.016) 

Z 40 0.002 
(0.003) 

Marginal 0.048 
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cross-classifications of the wife's education and age. As might be expected, the failure 
rates for each contraceptive method fall with age. Overall, the estimated failure rates for 
couples who use no contraception rise with the wife's educational attainment, while, for 
those using temporary methods, failure rates rise and then decline. The non-monotonicity 
in the relationship between the latter failure rates and the wife's education seems to 
contradict one conclusion of Rosenzweig and Schultz (1989), namely that higher levels 
of a woman's educational attainment are associated with more efficacious use of contracep- 
tive methods. Only for the 35-39 age group does this association between education and 
contraceptive failures appear to be negative (as their hypothesis would predict). 

Estimates of the contraceptive failure rates and the conditional choice probabilities 
were used to obtain the estimates of A, p , ,  and p2for the reduced form representation 
characterized in (6.11) and (6.12); these estimates are displayed in Table IV. (The 
estimated standard errors appropriately account for the prior estimation of the incidental 
parameters, as described in Section 5 and Appendix B. The effect of this correction on 
these estimates was negligible.) Note that almost all of the parameters are statistically 
significant at conventional significance levels. Based on a X2 test of the joint significance 
of (A,, .. . ,A2,), (p, ,  ,p12,  p,,) and (p2,,  p 2 ,  pZ3), we find that the set of conditioning 
variables included in the contraceptive choice decision rules do help explain the observed 
choices; the test statistic is 220 which, with 33 degrees of freedom, implies the null 
hypothesis that these coefficients are all zero is strongly rejected. The significance of the 
individual coefficients on lagged births indicates the age distribution of children, in 
addition to their total numbers, has an important impact on parental decisions about 

TABLE IV 

Reduced form 

(Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses) 

Parameter Variable Estimate Parameter Variable Estimate Parameter Variable Estimate 

A;,,! 

E2nA~nt 

~2 nA: 1 

A, , ,  

A;,,, 

A,", 

A;"t 

El" 

,? El 
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contraceptive use. This importance of the age distribution of children was found in our 
earlier study (Hotz and Miller (1988)), which estimated an index model under the 
assumption that the unobserved disturbances were normally distributed (instead of Type 
I Extreme Value), ignored the effects of future conditional choice probabilities on parental 
decision rules (explicitly treated in this paper), and exploited a different data set (the 
Panel Study of Income Dynamics), over a longer period (1970 through 1979), and on a 
smaller sample (350 married couples]. 

Many implications of the underlying structural model emerge from an examination 
of its reduced form. Comparative dynamic exercises were conducted to analyze changes 
in contracept behaviour in response to changes in the values of the variables in H,,. 
Consider, for example, the effects of differences in the wife's level of education, El,. In 
particular, it follows from (3.16) and (6.11) that in this case: 

aPnrk d"nlk a ~ n t  
-= pntk[I +C;=] exp [x;.,~,++P-f~nt j I I -2pk4++-'--
d ~ ] ,  a ~ n r  ,~ E I  

Expression (8.1) consists of two components. The first, involving pk,, measures the 
(direct) effect of changes in the wife's education on choice probabilities through its effect 
on the per period payoffs. The second, which involves the partial of u,,, with respect to 
p,,, captures the (indirect) effect of her education on future choice probabilities and 
failure rates. It can be calculated from (6.12); nonparametric estimation procedures were 
used to obtain consistent estimates of the derivative of p(H,,). 

The effect of changes in the wife's education on parental contraceptive choice, holding 
all else in H,, constant, is qualitatively similar to the gross association presented in Table 
11. Holding other characteristics of a couple constant at their sample means, our model 
predicts that couples with wives who have an additional year of education are 16.5% less 
likely to not contracept, 5% less likely to sterilize, but 15% more likely to use temporary 
methods. We also find that the direct and indirect effects of increases in El, are in the 
same direction; thus, they reinforce each other to produce this overall effect. 

With respect to the impact of the wife's age on the couple's contraceptive choices, 
our model predicts that as the wife grows older by one year the couple is 9.8% more 
likely to not contracept, 1.6% less likely to use contraceptive methods and 3% more likely 
to sterilize. In contrast to the results for changes in her education, the direct effects of 
the wife's ageing are qualitatively different than the indirect effects; holding other charac- 
teristics and p(H,,) constant, couples are 0.4% more likely to sterilize as the wife ages 
by one year. 

The discrepancy between the (estimated) direct and indirect effects of the wife's age 
on contraceptive choice calls attention to an important feature of our model of parental 
decision making. The wife's age (as well as her education) affects parental choices 
through two distinct avenues. One is through the effect of the wife's age on the payoffs 
parents receive from specific choices (as measured by the parameters pkland pk2). Our 
estimates of the direct effects of the wife's age suggest that, as women get older, couples 
choose contraceptive actions which reduce the risks of a pregnancy. Such findings are 
consistent with a view that the direct effect of wife's age characterizes the impact of 
changes in the opportunity cost of the wife's time on contraceptive choice. 

But, the wife's age also affects the failure rates of alternative contraceptive methods. 
Recall from Table I11 that the failure rates for both the no contraception and temporary 
method choices decline with the wife's age. Moreover, based on the reduced form 
estimates, a temporary and unexpected increase in the failure rate of a given contraception 
method leads parents to substitute away from that method.13 For example, in response 

13. This is found by substituting our estimates of the reduced form and incidental parameters into (6.12), 
and then recalculating (6.11). 
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to a 1% increase in the fecundity for those not contracepting, the probability that couples 
choose this method would decline by 0.91% while the probability of their taking either 
of the other choices would each increase by 0.11%. As the failure rates of temporary 
contraceptive methods increase, the substitution away is weaker; in response to a 1% 
increase in its failure rate, there is a 0.03% reduction in its use and a corresponding 
increase of 0.11% in either the use of no contraceptive method or sterilization. Given 
our estimates of p,, as wives age, holding the payoffs constant, couples would respond 
to the relative decline in the fecundity by contracepting less. The latter (indirect) effect, 
because of its magnitude, dominates the effects of the wife's ageing on payoffs and leads 
to the conclusion that, as wives age, coupies more frequently chose not to contracept. 

Based on the estimates in Table IV, couples with more educated or older husbands 
are more likely to use temporary methods and sterilization than other households, although 
the magnitude of these effects is much smaller than was found with respect to wives'. 
Couples whose husband has one additional year of education are 5% less likely to not 
contracept, 0.4% more likely to use temporary methods and 0.1% more likely to sterilize, 
while those with husbands who are one year older are 2.7% more likely to not contracept 
and 4% less likely to use either temporary methods or sterilization. 

Turning to family composition and contraceptive choice behaviour, we considered 
how these choices vary with existing numbers of offspring and the spacing of previous 
births, by examining several offspring configurations. For couples with only 1 child, the 
predicted probability of not contracepting immediately after the birth is 3%, with 85% 
using a temporary contraceptive method and 12% choosing sterilization. As the child 
ages, the estimates imply that parents will increasingly choose to not contracept. By the 
time the child is 5 years old, the incidence of not contracepting more than doubles to 
8% while the use of temporary methods and sterilization declines to 82% and lo%, 
respectively; at age 10, the corresponding probabilities are, 0.07, 0.82 and 0.11, respec- 
tively. To examine how contraceptive choice behaviour changes with family size, consider 
the case of a household with 2 children, where the first child is 5 years older than the 
second. The probability of not contracepting immediately after the birth of the second 
child, relative to the single child family, is lower (by 33%), while the probability of using 
either temporary methods is slightly lower (by 1%) and that for sterilization is slightly 
higher (by 12%). When the youngest child reaches 5 years of age, the probability of not 
contracepting rises to 5%, (that is less than in the single child household), and the 
probabilities of using temporary methods and sterilization would be predicted to increase 
to 82% and 13%, respectively. By the time the youngest child is 10, the choice probabilities 
are 0.04, 0.83 and 0.44%, respectively. Overall, the contraceptive choice decision rules 
derived from the Table IV estimates imply, holding all else constant, the more children 
a couple has had, especially past two, the more likely they are to use more effective 
methods of contraceptive control and that parents do alter their contraceptive strategies 
to space births and to diminish their chances of pregnancy at later stages of their life 
cycles as their children grow older. 

To identify the structural parameters, estimates of equation (6.8), the husband's 
earnings equation, were first obtained; these estimates are found in Table v.14 The 
predicted life-cycle earnings profile displays the typical concave shape. Evaluated at the 
mean educational level, the husband's earnings rise early in the life cycle (at age 30, 
husband's earnings increase at an annual rate of 3.2%), peak at age 46, and decline 
thereafter. (For example, at age 60, earnings are declining at an annual rate of 2.9 
percent.) Husbands with higher levels of education earn more; the rate of return to 

14. The specification of the husband's earnings equation we estimated also included a dummy variable 
for the year 1970, denoted D,. We included this dummy because the questions in the 1970 and 1975 NSF 
interviews were worded slightly differently. 
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education, evaluated at their respective sample means, is 6.2%. Our results also imply 
higher levels of education are associated with faster growth rates in earnings. Evaluated 
at the mean age, husbands with a ninth-grade education experience an annual growth 
rate of 0.2%, compared to 2.0% for those with 12 years of schooling, and 4.4% for those 
with 16 years of education. 

TABLE V 

Husband's earnings equation 

(Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses) 

Parameter Variable Estimate Parameter Variable Estimate 

Nested within the model developed in Section 6 are many structural specifications, 
which differ in the restrictions they impose on the parental utility function and the costs 
of raising children. Here we report the results from estimating three such specifications. 
Of the three, Model A is the most restrictive; it assumes service flows and child care 
expenditures are independent of the child's age: 

7 7 , = ~ 0  for all s ~ ( 1 , .. . , 2 1 )  (8 .2)  

w, = wo for all s E (1, . . . , 20 ) .  ( 8 . 3 )  

Model B relaxes the restrictions on expenditures by replacing (8 .2)  with: 

The least restrictive specification we report on, Model C, assumes expenditures on children 
follow the pattern indicated by ( 8 . 4 ) but relaxes (8 .2)  as follows: 

The estimates for these models are found in Table VI. 
The overidentifying restrictions, associated with the reduced form mappings which 

(6.13)  and (8.2)  through (8 .5) define for the respective specifications, form the basis for 
a X 2  test. All three are strongly rejected; the significance level of the test statistic for 
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Structural parameter estimates 

(Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses) 

Parameter Model A Model B Model C Parameter Model A Model B Model C Parameter Model A Model B Model C 
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Model A is 0.182 x 10-16, for Model B 0.703 x 10-l4 and 0.0034 for Model C. Confronted 
with these test statistics; we did explore several other configurations of structural 
coefficients that are not nested by Model C but failed to identify a specification that was 
not rejected. This failure can be attributed to non-linearities in the reduced-form mapping 
which hindered our search to recover an exactly identified structural specification. 

Despite their poor fits, as compared with the reduced form in Table IV, it is worthwhile 
to briefly compare our findings of the three structural specifications with each other, and 
with previously published work. Both sets of restrictions (8.1) and (8.2) are, individually 
and jointly, rejected against the relaxations (8.3) and (8.4), at the 0.01 level. These 
rejections underscore one advantage of our estimator, namely it enables one to investigate 
a richer set of structural specifications. The only other existing dynamic structural analyses 
of fertility, by Wolpin (1984) and Montgomery (1987), maintain the assumption of 
age-invariant service flows and expenditures on children in order to make their respective 
maximum likelihood estimators computationally feasible. On the other hand, many of 
the coefficients reported in Table VI are insignificant. Moreover the estimated annual 
expenditure per child (measured in 1975 $US) are implausibly low. (For example, 
considerably higher estimates are obtained in the cost-of-children literature by Espenshade 
(1980) and Lazear and Michael (1988).) 

Viewed as an application of techniques developed in the first five sections of this 
paper, several noteworthy points emerge. The existence of a reduced form which is no 
more difficult to estimate than a multinomial logit greatly simplifies the computation of 
dynamic, discrete-choice models. We argued the resulting estimates are helpful in explain- 
ing various behaviours across different household types, and conducted some limited 
comparative dynamic exercises with it. Moreover, adjustments to the estimated standard 
errors, arising from the prior estimation of the conditional choice and transition prob- 
abilities, were small. As we noted above, the estimated reduced form captures some of 
the systematic variation in the data. Indeed, the reduced form is so precisely estimated 
that it strongly rejects specifications which are sufficiently parsimonious for ML estimation. 
On the other hand, the non-linear mapping between the reduced-form and the structural 
parameters proved intractable; consequently, we failed to recover a specification which 
was not rejected. So, while the new representation of conditional valuation functions 
and the associated estimation techniques are not directly responsible for this shortcoming, 
the ease with which the reduced form of the model could be estimated and used to reject 
parsimoniously parameterized structural specifications, may be a harbinger. 

APPENDIX A 

~ o o f  From (3 .3 ) in the text, (?(_v, H t ) is the ( J  - 1)  dimensional vector function: of Proposition 1. 

(?(aH t )= (Q,(_v, H t ) ,  . . . ,Q J - , ( F ,  H t ) ) ' ,  ( A . 1 )  

with components j E { I , ...,J - I} defined as: 

Q j ( a H f ) = [  G , ( r + v , - v  , , ,P + ~ j I H t ) L .  ( A . 2 )  

For each ( t ,  H , )  and W c  AJ-', we now define the correspondence (?-I( W, H , )  as: 

H ~ )  ( A . 3 )9-'(w,H , ) = { _ ~ E I W ' - ' :$I(?, E w). 

The proposition asserts that, for all p E A'-' the set {_v E FtJ-': Q,(_v, H t )  = p }  is either empty or consists of a 
singleton. 

First we show the Inverse Function Theorem applies here. For any t < T, fix HT at any value in B, x Bf- ' .  
By assumption G ( i tI H T )  is equipped with a well-defined probability density function. Therefore the cross 
partial of G ( g t 1 H T )  with respect to 5 ,  exists for all ( i ,  j )  E { I , .. . ,J - 112with i f  j, and is non-negative; denote 
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it by Gij(sl). From (A.2), Q(_v, H H  is differential with respect to _v, and has a square ( J -  1)-dimensional 
derivative matrix function which is denoted by D(_v). We now show that the matrix D(y*) is invertible at any 
u* E 88.'-I. For all (i, j)  E (1, .. . ,J -112 with i # j, define hij as: 

Observe hij >0 since gij >0. By differentiating Q,(_v, H,) with respect to _v at (_v*, HT), one can verify: 

Define the matrices D l  and D, as 

Because D, is diagonal it can be inverted. ,Also by construction 

Let iijdenote element (i, j )  of D2D;'. From (A.4) and (A.5) 

Since hij >0: 

It follows from Hadley (1973, p. 118) that the inverse of [I-D,D;'] exists. Therefore D;1[I-D2~;1]-1 is 
the inverse of D(_v*). Therefore D(_v*) has a non-zero determinant. 

Appealing to the Inverse Function Theorem, there exists an open neighbou~hood V* cR'-' containing 
?* and an open set W*~A. ' - '  containing Q(_v*,  HT) such that Q: V+ W has a differentiable inverse 
Q-'(. ,H,) : W* + V*; see Theorem 2-1 1 in sphak (1965, p. 35) for example. 
" 

The proof is completed by extending this local result to the whole space, using the Mean Value Theorem. 
Suppose that, contrary to the proposition there exist two (or more) points _v*, and _v** satisfying the equation 
(?(_v*,HT) = (?(_v**, H). Therefore Q,(_v*, HT) = Q,(_v**, HT). Since Ql(_v, H H  is differentiable in _v, by the 
Mean Value Theorem, found in Williamson, Cromwell and Trotter (1972, p. 275) for example, there exists 
some point _v*** such that Dl,(?***) =0 for all j E {I,. . .,J- 1). Hence the determinant of D(E***) is 0,which 
contradicts a statement we proved above. Hence no such p* and _v** exist. / /  

APPENDIX B 

Proof of Proposition 2. The first half of Proposition 2 is proved in the text. Accordingly, consider the case 
where 3, is compact but not finite. Kernel estimators are used to estimate p(H,,), the incidental parameter 
conditional choice probabilities associated with d(H,,) ,  the set of histones which remain feasible after the 
occurrence of H,,, at subsequent ages { t + l , .  . . ,t +  T-A , , } .  We now write d(H, , )  as {H(,'), . . .,H:'}, and 
denote the vector set of associated c~nditional choice probabilities by the, p(H,,,) =p , ,  - {p,,, ...,p,,-), where 
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f,, =p(H',") for each r e  (1,. . . ,ri'}. To construct a kernel estimator for p,,,, the indicator function I;(H,,, H,,) 
is defined as 

1 i fA, , ,=Amt and ( b m l , .. ., b m , t - l ) = ( b n ~ , ... ,bn, t -~)
Iz(Hmt, Hnt) = 

0 otherwise. 

Notice 12(Hm,, H,,,) partitions observations into sets of histories, where all the elements belonging to each set 
only differ by their initial conditions. Finally, let h,, a positive real number, denote the bandwidth associated 
with the kernel estimator of p,,, and let J ( . )  be a bounded symmetric differentiable function such that 

J($)dg = 1, for _x E FtL where^ is the dimension of b,,). A kernel estimator of?,, is given by: 

The transitional probabilities are estimated in a similar manner. Given H,,, for each H ( , ' ) E I ( H , , )  and 
j E { I ,.. . ,J} , denote the ( K  -1 dimensional vector) probability transition 4 ( b I H',") by FnIj. It can be estimated 
by: 

-1 

) = [ l , m , ,m t m t j z J ) ] d,,,,,h(~:), H m t ) ]  . (8.3) 

Writing F,, = { F n l l , .  . .,FnIJ , ... ,Fk,jl,. . .,Fka}, and FkN)for its corresponding estimator, we thus construct 
estimators piN)= {P(nN), FiNN)}of the incidental parameter sets p,. 

For each n ~ { l , ...,N } .  Substituting pLN) for p(H,,) in r, , ( f ,p(H,,))  in (5.4), an estimator of _8,, 
denoted f(,), is obtained by forming sample analogues of (5.5). 

To prove is consistent, we start by noting that for all n E { l , 2 , .  ..} and N E {2,3, .  ..}, both p, and 
piN' belong to a compact space 9. Since ~ , , ( f ,  pp,) is continuous, p,,) is uniformly continuous in p, 
for each f E0. By Theorem 1 of Bierens (1982, p. 701), piNN) converges uniformly to p, in probability. For 
each f E 0, therefore: 

Hence _B(,) converges to fbN)in probability. By Theorem 2.1 of Hansen (1982,p. 1035), f i N )  converges almost 
surely to fo ,  so f',) converges to fo in probability as claimed. 

We now show ~ ' / ~ ( f ( ~ ) - f ~ )is asymptotically distributed as a normal random variable. (Also see Newey 
(1991) and Pakes and Olley (1991) for some recent work in this area.) To establish this claim some extra 
notation is required. We first define the Q x Q matrices T, and T,, and also the Q x ( J K  -1) matrices F,(,,, as 

rm= ( J ~ ! k ) ( f o ,Pn)'/J!, . . .,J T $ ? ) ( ~ o >P n I 1 / J f )  

rN= N-I r,, 
r,(,,)= ~ m ) ' / J ~ r ( n ) ,(JT!?(!o, . . . ,J T ! ? ) ( ~ o ,  Pn)'/Jpr(n)). 

Second, let qlntjdenote the joint mixed probability density function for (H,,,, d,,), and q,,, the joint 
mixed probability density function for H,,. That is: 

The Kernel estimator for q,,,, and q2,tj are respectively defined as: 

Notice that qlnlj= q2n9n,jand q!Zi=  q$:,)pi;). Similarly we define: 
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Third, for each r ( n )E { I , .  . . , fi), define the (JK- 1 )  dimensional vector d 2 " )by: 

We shall presently use the following result: 

where d $ )  is the j-th component of d Z n ) .An analogous result for the transition probabilities also holds. 
Fourth, define p',N,),the (JK - 1 )  x 1 symmetric kernel (vector), as 

We observe: 

The bottom line in (B.15) follows from our requirement that ~ ' / ~ h k , + r n  and(which implies N - ' / ~ ~ ; ~ + O  
therefore N - ' ~ G ~ + O ) ;  the second line uses a change of variables, while the O ( 1 ) term, a symmetric J x  J 
matrix; is just: 

2 ~ [ ( C f ( ~ ) = 1  r r ( n ) d 2 n ) + C : ( m ) = l  (B.16)rr(n)dZn))(C:(, , )=l  rr(m)dL(m))'l. 

Lemma 3.1 in Powell, Stock and Stoker (1989), along with (B.15),gives us the following projection result: 

(B.17)N-' (N - I) - '  ,y,":; C;=n+l p(:) = N - I  ,yN, ,= ,  E(p!,?l,d,,, H, , ) - E ( P % ) / ~ ) + ~ ~ ( N - ' / ~ ) .  

Fifth, define the parameter vector gSN) as the solution to the equations: 

The asymptotic normality of ~ ' / ~ ( f ( ~ ) - & , )  is asymptoti- is established by first, showing ~ ' / ~ ( _ 8 $ ~ ) - $ ~ )  
cally normal and second, proving @ j N ) - $ 3 ( N ) =  o , ( N - ' / ~ ) .The claim then follows from ( x ) ( d )in Rao (1973, 
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p. 122). Expanding the definition of tiN)given in (B.18) yields: 

rN(?iN)- to) 

The second equality in (B.19) rearranges the terms; then we substitute p z )  defined in (B.14) and appeal to 
the projection result (B.17). By assumption, the square matrix r is invertible. Consequently the inverse of T, 
exists for sufficiently large N with arbitrarily high probability. Multiplying (B.19) on the left by N I / ~ T - , '  thus 
establishes N1/'(_8iN) -go) converges to the same distribution as: 

~ ' / 2 r - IC E I  [Tln(_8~, H P I ~ ) - ~ ( P L Z ) / ~ ) I .  (B.20)N P~)+E(P;:)~_~,, ,  

(By (x)(d) on p. 123 of Rao (1973) the op (1) term can be ignored.) Applying the Lindeberg-Feller theorem, 
(B.20) converges to a normal random variable with mean -T-'~(p;;)/2) and covariance, T-'Z,T-I, where 

(See, for example, p. 123 and 138 of Rao (1973).) 
We now show the difference between _ B ( ~ )and ?IN' is o,(N-I/~), thus establishing the asymptotic normality 

of f N )  as well. Expanding the sample moments to the orthogonality conditions we obtain: 

where TN and r,(,)are in (uniformly) close neighbourhoods of TN and T,(,), respectively. Subtracting (B.18) 
from (B.22), it now follows that: 

Since f Nis a consistent estimator of r N ,  it follows that: 

( f N  - r , ) (~ , - , e$~) )  = o,(I)o,(N-~/~).  

Also, since I-,(,) converges to T,(,) uniformly in probability, 

(The bottom line of (B.25) can be deduced from a similar argument to the one applied to the double summation 
over p t E ) .  See (B.14) through (B.17) and the surrounding discussion.) Noting O ~ ( ~ ) O ~ ( N - ' / ~ )  = o,(N- ' /~)  it 
follows from (B.22) through (8.25) that: 

O ~ ( N - ~ / ' )= f N(,e$N)-?(N))= ( r N+O ~ ( I ) ) ( ? $ ~ ) - _ ~ ( ~ ) ) .  

Since rNis invertible 

t c N ) )  O,(N-'/~)+o , ( l ) ( _ ~ $ ~ '  (B.26)( t i N )- = - t ( N ) )  = O ~ ( N - ' / ~ ) .  
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(The second equality of (B.26) is established by showing the contrary hypothesis is false.) 
There is no reason to expect E[p(,N,)]= 0. To eliminate any asymptotic bias, we form a linear combination 

of estimators which take the form of ! I N ) ,  defining 85,) as: 

( ~ . 2 7 )= (!(N)-x,"=-;c g f L N ) ) / ( i-~,"z,'c ~ ) ,  
where: 

( i )  G = 2 k + l ;  
(ii) 8LN' for g = 1, .  . .,G - 1, is an estimator formed in the manner described above, where the bandwidth 

used in the kernel function is h,, = QghN,where $,, .. .,$,-, are distinct but otherwise arbitrary 
positive constants and pi?) is defined analogously for p(,N,);and 

(iii) c , ,  . . .,cG-, are a set of weights given by: 

By inspection fiiN)is a consistent estimator of go and, adapting the proof strategy of Powell, Stock and 
Stoker (1989) it can be shown that ~ ' / ~ ( f l $ ~ ) - # ~ )has a limiting multivariate distribution with mean 0, and 
covariance matrix x iN) ,defined: 

xiN)= ~ d , , ~ ,H , , ~ I E [ P ~ ' I  (B.29)~ - ' ( ~ E { E [ P ~ ) I  d,,,, H , , I ' } ) T - ~ ,  

where pi:' is of the form given in (B.14), using the higher-order kernel function, 

in place of J([b,,-_bmo]/hN). More specifically, observe from (B.27) that 

~ ' / ' ( $ $ ~ ' - f l ~ )= ( 1-EFT,' -8,) -x,"C; -to)]. (B.31)c ~ ) - ' [ N " ~ ( ~ ( ~ )  C ~ N ' / ~ ( ~ ~ ~ )  

Since ~ " ' ( e ( ~ )- -8,) are asymptotically normal, N " ' ( # $ ~ )-3,) and ~ ~ / ~ ( f i L ~ )  go)converges in distribution 
to a normal random variable with mean: 

-r-'E[p:E)-C,"T,' cgPkZR)]/(1-x,"r,'c,). (B.32) 

For notational convenience, define the Q x 1 vector function, fN)(b,, ,  b,,), as: 

~ ' ~ ' ( b , o ,bmo)= T, ( , )d~(") l  (B.33)E [ C ~ = I  brio, bmol. 

Also define the real valued vector function, [(h,  N ) ,  as 

$(h,  N )  = b,,+ (B.34)~ ( ? c ) ~ ' ~ ) ( b , , ,h ? c ) F ( b , ~ + h x ) d b ~ ~ d x ,I 

where F(&,,) is the density function for b,,. We assume that [ ( h ,  N )  is differentiable ( G + l )  times in h at 
the point h =0 ,  and denote by 5'') ( 0 ,  N )  the value of the i thderivative. Hence 

= j ~(r )~ (~ ) t e , ,h h ~ ? c ) ~ ( b . , +P.O+ z ~ N F ) ~ ~ . o ~ z  

=$(&hN, N )  

=CZ1$bhh$(')(0,  N )  + O ( h g ) .  (B.35) 

Substituting (B.35) into (B.321, the asymptotic mean of ~ " ' ( @ $ ~ ' - 8 , )is therefore 

{Cz; '  (1  -x,":,' $ L ~ ~ c ~ ) $ ( ' ) ( o ,  c g ) ] ,N ) +  0 ( h E ) } / [ 2 ( 1  -~,"c,' (B.36) 

which is O ( h Z ) ,because x,":,' $Lhhcg = 1 for each i E (1,. . . ,G -11, by (B.28). Recall that h,  is chosen such 
that N'/'hL +a,and Nhz,k +a as N -+ a.However, we are free to set h ,  such that Nh2,kCL+O as N +  a. 
Since G = 2 k + l ,  it follows immediately that N " ' o ( ~ ~ )is o(1) .  Therefore, 85,) is asymptotically unbiased 
as claimed. 

To derive X, ,  the asymptotic covariance matrix for ! I N ) ,  observe: 

I-,(!,-elN))- N - I  x N  rl,(e0,P , ) + o , ( N - ~ / ~ )  

= N-'C:, E[p:?'-C,"T,' ~ ~ p L ? ) l _ d , ~ ,  cg)H n t ] l ( l-C,"Z,' 
' N - ' C r = I  E[pk~)I_d, , ,H, ,] .  (B.37) 
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The first equality follows from (B.19), applied also to each g E {I, .  . .,G - 11, and uses the fact that N " ~ ( _ B ~ ~ ) -  
t i N ) )  is O,( N-'j2) and ~ " * ( g $ ~ '  - t o )  is asymptotically unbiased. Thus: 

(?o-f$"))=r-,' N-'C;='=, {%(to, P,)+E[D!,;)IA~, H,11}+~p(N-1/2) (B.38) 

from which formula (B.21) comes since p',N,) converges pointwise to the same limit as p(,N,) .  I/ 
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